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ABSTRACT

The proton Conpton s c a t t e r i n g a t low and intermediate energies i s

s tudied by means of S di ip«ra ion framework which explo i t s in an optimal way the

(fixed momentum t r a n s f e r ) a n a l y t i e i t y p roper t i e s of the amplitudes in conjunction

wi th- the consequences of the (s-channel) u n i t a r i t y . The mathematical background

of the work cons i s t s in methods spec i f i c to boundary value problems for ana ly t i c

vector-valued functions and in t e rpo l a t i on theory . In comparison with previous

r e l a t e d vork^the ex te rna l problems t o be solved now are much more d i f f i c u l t

because of tbe inc lus ion of the photoproduction input and a l so lead t o add i t i ona l

eoaputa t lona l complicat ions. The lover bounds on the d i f f e r e n t i a l c ro s s - s ec t i on ,

obtained without any reference t o sub t rac t ions and ann ih i l a t i on channel c o n t r i -

butions, appear sufficiently restrictive to evidentiate rigorously some in-

consistencies between results of single pion photoproduction multipole

extractions and proton Compton scattering data.

I. INTRODUCTION

-1-

The main physical information used in' the dispersion treatments of the

proton Compton effect is represented by the supposedly known photoproduction

data which establish,according to the unitarity condition,the s,u-channel

absorptive parts of the Compton scattering amplitudes. However, the knowledge

of the photoproduction matrix elements alone is not sufficient to determine

fully the Compton scattering since two (out of the six independent) amplitudes

describing the process require subtractions in the fixed momentum transfer

dispersion relations, due to their presumably bad (as predicted by the normal

Regge pole model) high-energy asymptotic behaviour. It Is at this point that

the real difficulties begin to appear and they manifest themselves especially

at low energies where tbe theoretical results depend to a great extent on the

vay in which are treated the highly model dependent annihilation channel contri-

butions to the needed (t-channel) absorptive parts. Efforts have been made to

evaluate the t-channel exchanges (particularly In connection with

dispersion estimates of tbe proton electromagnetic polarizabilities) in the

approximation of disregarding higher than two pion states in the {t-channel)

unitarity sum but the situation will continue to remain rather confused until

more reliable information on the yy * T* reaction will not become available.

First experimental results from the study of the reactions yp •* YP*« ee -*• eeni

and radiative scattering of pions on nuclear Coulomb fields are soon expected

and they may bring important clarifications on the yy •* ft (or >* + yi)

matrix elements. For the time being, it is perhaps better to look more carefully

at vfoat has really been achieved in the present theoretical understanding of

the proton Campton effect at low and Intermediate energies,by trying to work,

as much as possible in a model independent framework in order to isolate the

space actually left for model building from that part of the conclusions which

remain In fact untouched by assumptions regarding high-energy asymptotical

behaviours and/or annihilation channel contributions. We have undertaken Such

an attempt in the work reported here.

Some recent new results in-the dispersion theory of hadron Compton
*i)-7)

scattering vhich originated in themes previously put forward in Refs.8

to 10 nave made possible the present investigation. The progress realized so

far refers mainly to the construction of six nev (analytic unitary) amplitude*

for proton Compton scattering which share with the invariant amplitudes (free

of kinanatical singularities and zeros) their simple s-u crossing properties

and analytieity structure in v at fixed t (v * - j — ; s,t,u * MandelBtam

-2-



Lnvariants} while, an the unitarity cut in the -/-complex tlar-.e, '.•-•;:/ are

related to the usual helicity amplitudes by an ujii l.sry matrix. The u.-ipolsri-.."•-.'.

differential cross-section on the boundary of the analyticity region can th^rf-by

be written as a sun of moduli squared of analytic objects. Since this analytic

diagonalizatioc of the cross-section vas accomplished, the question of rinding

(optimal) analyticity restrictions ca the values of the amplitudes or their
2

partial derivatives with respect to v at interior points of the analyticity

domain is brought ' to the application of more or less known methods and

results from the current mathematical literature. Specially, one has to deal

with the interpolation theory and with boundary value problems for vector-valued

analytic functions.

In Befs.6 and 7 optimal bounds c. the amplitudes and cross-section in

the (physical) lov-energy region belov the threshold \>Z of single pion photo-

production have been concretely obtained (taking the unpolartzed differential
p

croBB-section as known above vQ) and subsequently numerically tested using

experimental data. Thoae of the bounds which referred only to directly

measurable quantities appeared satisfied but rather weak in spite of the

complete exploitation of the gauge invariance, s-u crossing and fixed - t

analyticity properties of the amplitudes. This weakness is understandable

because of the reduced dynamical input and of the generality of the underlying

ass\nsptions. The question of including rigorously in the formalisa the main

dynamical ingredient, i .e . the pion photoproduction data, s t i l l remained open

although in the last section of Ref.7 an attempt had been made to illustrate

in a simple minded manner now productive may be such an enlargement of the

starting information in strengthening the bounds. In the present paper within

a certain particular but precise formulation of this problem we are able to

solve i t to the very end. The absorptive parts of all the six invariant (or

helicity) amplitudes of the process are taken as known (in tenss of single pion
p o p p

photoproduction multipoles) over the interval vQ < v < «. , where v l n is

the threshold of double pion photoproduction (in practice \> may be chosen

well above this second inelastic threshold since the double pion photoproduction

contributions remain comparatively very small up to photon laboratcry energies
• *» 800 MeV); above v the unpolarized differential crose-section for proton

in

Compton scattering Is taken as known from experiment. This information

(supplemented vith the knowledge of the s-u channel Born poles residua which

axe entirely specified by the proton's char ge and anomalous magnetic moment) is

optimally exploited to get,by means of special techniques,the domain of the
2

allowed values of the amplitudes at any interior v point. Particularly, for
-3-
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v" ii the physical region from v . up to v, (i.e. in the low and

intermediate energy region including the lone of the 3* resonance) one therefrom

obtains, through a subsequent extremization, the optimal domain of allowed values

for the polarized or unpolarized differential cross-sections. The interval of

(physical) t values in which the present considerations hold is sufficiently

large to cover all the physical angles and is substantially larger than the

domain of the t allowed in Ref a. 10, 1*, 6 and 7-

The complete treatment of the above physical input leads to a problem

of functional extremization, related to a combined finite PieK-Hevanlinna and

infinite Schur-Caratheodory interpolation problem for vector-valued analytic

functions. This kind of problems are treated by techniques of functional

analysis in the specialized literature . Such techniques have already

been applied in the scalar cas« (i.e. the case of only one analytic function)

in other studies . In order to get numbers to be compared with

experimental values, complex computational methods and programming devices

were employed,some of them being adapted froa material already existing

This paper is organized as follows'. In Sec.II the problem to be solved

is precisely formulated starting from a certain physical input accepted as

known. The solution of the problem is obtained in Sec.III. In Sec.IV an

optimal sum rule inequality relating the proton anomalous Magnetic moment to

the single pion photoproduction multipoles and the Compton scattering unpolwiied

differential cross-section is obtained and tested numerically. In Sec.V

(analyticity and_ unitarity) bounds on the unpolarized or polarised differential

cross-sections are found and compared with experiment. The lower bounds

.-prove previous results and give rise to some violations which evidentiate

inconsistencies between the results of the pion photoproduction multipole

extractions and proton Compton scattering data. Sec.VI is devoted to some

final comments.

II. FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM

We shall work here with the Bardeen-Tung amplitudes! A^Bjt) used

in Eef.l or rather with the (nucleon) pole-free (s-u crossing symmetric)

amplitudes



o

v? • ̂ r • the position of the s-u channel Born poles. A. (\>_,t) are known
B lb in
functions of t, apeeified completely in terms of the proton change and

n

anomalous magnetic moment (see, for instance, Eq.. (2.Q) of Ref.lt). 5,(v ,t)
2* 2 2

are real analytic functions (£*U ,t) = AJIv ,t)) in the coaplex v plane
cut along the real axis from t o To the Invest order in the pion

structure constant the first inelastic threshold VL is given by

The physical region of the process in the \>,t variables is

We recall the kfcutnatical relations

W4SS

•where • u denotes the photon energy in the laboratory system and

eentre-of-iassa scattering angle.

the

ITie* essential dynamical information about the Compton process is
provided by unitarity, which gives an exact connection between the absorptive
parts Im A. above the pion photoproduction threshold sQ » (m + w) and the
amplitudes describing various photoproduction processes. Since in the presaot
work ve use this information only at low and intermediate energies we retain
only two-particle ( i . e . *B) intermediate states in the s-channel unitarity
sum and compute the imaginary parts 1m A, in terms of the multipolea for
single pion photoproduction

L A,(/S

The concrete form of the functions . OjCv ,t) we have worked with is that

employed in Kef.1 (we recall that the pion photoproduction multipolea w«re

taken from Ref.16 in the u (photon laboratory energy) region from. ISO MeV

to 250 MeV and from Ref.19 for 250 MeV N< in <, 1210 MeV). Rigorously^,{2.l)

is exact only up to the threshold of double pion photoproduction

v^n = ( Sflj - m + t/2)
2A, Si(, • (m + 2v)

2. However the contribution of ths

multipion photoproduction Is believed to be rather Reall veil beyond this

threshold, as suggested for instance by the estimations performed, in Ref.3.

Therefore in the actual calculations we shall take for the threshold \>f
in

various values below that - corresponding to u * 1210 MeV, the limit up
to which the multlpoles are tabulated in Ref.19. Above the threshold, v

In
the unpolariaed differential cross-section (u.d.c.sj of the elastic y-proton
scattering will be considered as known. This yields & boundary condition on
the amplitudes A., of the general form

^

where the matrix H i s hermitian and positive definite on the cut a n d a it
related to the u.d.c.a. In the cen-tre-of-nass system by

(2.3)

The concrete expression of M,,(v ,%} is to be read off for instance from

EqB.(2.10)-(2.12) of Ref.lt.

In the present paper ve establish and exploit a dispersion formalism

which takes into account in an optimal way the physical information contained

in toe relations (2.1) sod (2.2). As a consequence, constraints upon tb»

values of the amplitudes X^ or their derivatives with respect to V **

fixed t in an arbitrary numbers* point*! inside the analytlclty domain

(v < Vj) or on the cut, in the region vQ < v < v^n |Csn be derived and

expressed in terns of this physical Input. Our derivation relies on functional

analysis methods used in the theory of extremal problems for vector-valued

analytic functions . Below ve shall formulate rigorously the extreaus

problem to be solved in connection with the physical boundary conditions

(2.1) and (2.2) *nd the solution of this problem will be worked otrt In

detail in the next section.

-5-



We start by noticing that the present considerations generalize the

approach developed in Kefs.1* to 7, to the more difficult case in vhich con-

sequences of the unitarity condition are being incorporated. The main point

of the procedure applied in these references vas an analytic factorisation

of the bilinear form from the left-hand side of Eq.(2.2).

A new set of six "analytic unitary amplitudes" having the same good

analyticity structure in v as the invariant amplitudes 5., but connected

with the usual helicity amplitudes f by a matrix which is unitary on the

cut vas defined. For treating the condition (2.2) as it appears now, i.e.

only along a part of the unitarity cut, it is natural to resort to the same

technique as in Ref.1* properly adapted to the new situation. Accordingly,

let us perform first the confonnal mapping

Hit) = ! l ^

0 i ~kLt L *

t j

(2.1*)

which brings the cut v plane onto the interior of the unit disk |i| .< 1

cut along the real segment [xQ,l] where

From (2.*0 this segment is seen to be the image of the part [vn,\J ij of the
2 2

unitarity cut, the upper and lover borders of the remaining part, v > V j n

being applied onto the upper and lower semicircles, respectively. For con-

venience the point VB
applied through (2.h) in the origin z

12)

0.

We introduce further the outer real analytic function

(2-5)

vhich, by definition, has the modulus equal to i/oT&Y on the boundary, z = e

and has no zeros Inside the unit disk |z| < 1. Particularly J U ) is seen

to be poBltiTC for real i.

By the conforms! mapping (2.1*) the condition (2.2) is imposed along

the circle |*| * 1, exactly as it was in Ref.i4. One can therefore apply step

by step the procedure developed there for dlagonalizing the bilinear form

expressing a . Specially, we shall consider the 6 * 6 matrix

-T-

16

llx

J O ; Û

i 0

-8-
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which is obtained from the matrix H (v ,t) defined in Eqs.(2.2l)-(2.2l+) of

Ref. € by simply replacing the threshold vf. with the new threshold <J7
0 Lrt

relevant in the present case. By construction the matrix N(z) is real

analytic and non-singular (det N(z) i 0) in | z | < 1. Therefore the new set

of amplitudes ^ ( z ) defined by the relations

21 0 (a.?)

haveJthe same analytlcity properties as the amplitudes A., i . e . they are real

analytic in the disfc | z | < 1 with a cut along the segment [x , 1 ] . Since both

)f{z) and »(s) are real aloof; t m s segment, being by construction analytic

awl of real type in |z] < 1, the discontinuity of the functions <f.(z) across

this cut, obtained from Eqs.(2.1) and (2.7) is

i

and the condition (2.2) expressed in terms of these amplitudes takes on the

simple form

1

We shall now take into account explicitly the analyticity properties of the

functions f^fa), by splitting each of them into two terms,one being analytic

in \z\ < 1 and the other having a cut along the segment [xQ,l] with a given

discontinuity (2.8) across it. Of course this separation is not unique but

as we shall see below the result will not depend upon this arbitrariness.

For our purposes it is convenient to write IMz)

it J x-i ' (2.10)

vhere n > 0 is arbitrary and Im <p^ix) for x > 1 are arbitrary continuous

extensions of the functions (2.8) known for z 4 1. Since the last term in

(2.10) has inside |z| < 1 a cut for io,<xv< 1, with the same discontinuity

as (f^, the functions g ^ W are real analytic in |z| < 1, having In

particular real values for x_ ̂  x .< 1.

-9-

By introducing the relations (2.10) into (2.9), the boundary conditions

of the problem, expressed by Eq.B.(2.l) and (2.2),can be formulated in terms

of the functions g.(z) in the following compact form".

6 <*i ,

Let now \> , 1 ̂  k ̂  n be n points, which ve assume for simplicity

to be distinct and situated on the real axis, below the threshold v^ and

5. (\), ,t) the values taken in these points by the amplitudes A., which are
1 9 2 2 2

real if v' < wQ and complex on the cut, i.e. for vfc > vQ . Denoting by

z the images of the points v through the conformal mapping (2.M one

has from Eqs.{2.10) and (2.7)

the last integral being evaluated as a principal part.

Hie problem we have to solve Is to find the optimal domain of the

allowed values A. (v^,t) = A,(a. ), consistent with Bqe.(2.l) and (2.2).

Since for \>t > v~ the imaginary parts are known from (2.1), we shall

derive in this case constraints upon the unknown real parts Be A^(v. ,t).

But, aa the matrix H Is non-singular, the values of interest, Aj^*^' f o r

ik < xQ and He A,(zk) for i^ > xQ are seen from (2.12) to be fully

specified by g.(z. ). We must therefore find the admissible domain of the

, -k - 1..••"» wnen the functions g,(z) are subject to the
1 * t » 1.....6

unique boundary condition (2.H), and then, using (2.12), express it in term*

of the values A,(a. ) of intp|«Bt. This problem vill be completely solved in

the next section.

-10-



III. SOLUTION OF THE PROBLEM where a r e products of Blaschke factor: recurrently

the conditioD (2.1l)jform a convex and closed domain

R . Let U3 take a point of co-ordinates {g.U. )} *
1 K 1

We first notice that the values ( g.{2, )} .' , ,'""'g , compatible vith

in the euclidean space

' " " ' ? inside this

domain. This means that one can find at least one set of analytic functions

g.{z) which take these values in the points z and satisfy Fq.(2.11) on the

whole boundary. Therefore if one calculates the L norm, i.e. the essential

supremum vith respect to 8 £[-rr ,ir] of the left-hand side of Eq.(2.1l) for a

fixed set of analytic functions g. , having at z, the fixed values g^(z ),

and then takes the infimum with respect to all these functions, the result

will be surely less than or equal to one. On the other hand, if a point

(g.Cz. )}. " .*•"*? is outside 3} , the L"° norm of the expression appearing
1 K 1 — 1 , • t• ,Q

In Eq.(2.11) will be strictly greater than one for all the analytic functions

g, taking In z^ the prescribed values g, (a, ). If one considers again the

infimum of all such L°° norms and takes into account the fact that it is

effectively attained by some analytic functions g. ' one will also obtain

a number strictly greater than one. From the above arguments it follows that

the domain $) of admissible values (g^J^)}^ Z \ g is exactly described

"by the inequality

(3.1)

a r e situated
k * 1 ... n

which la actually saturated If the points (g,(z. )). _ c
_ I fc i - 1,... ,o

en the frontier of w . In this relation we have restricted the minimization

to analytic functions gt of cl«ss H ', i.e. bounded in |z| * 1.

Actually this restriction did not appear in our previous discussion. But,

since the non-analytic terms added to g 's in Eq.(3-l) are by construction

bounded on the frontier of the unit disk, it Is enough to consider in the

minimization process only bounded analytic functions g^, the L°° norm being

otherwise infinite and hence of no Interest for us.

In order to solve the constrained minimization problem (3-l) It is

convenient to express first the functions g.(z) as

(3.2)

\ - it.

(3.3)

n

and &} are real coefficients determined from the triangular system of

equations

(3.1*)

In the expressions (3.2) the additional constraints upon the values of the

functions g, in the points z., appearing in Eq.(3-l), are automatically

fulfilled, the functions h.(z} being arbitrary bounded analytic functions

in |z.| ^ 1. By introducing Eq. (3.2) Into Eq.(3-l) a-nd taking into account

the fact that the Blaachke factors have modulus equal to one on the boundary,

the minimization problem (3.1), written in terms of h^, becomes

c (3.5)

where

(3.6)

are the boundary values of a set of six functions, non-analytic inside the

unit disk and the analytic functions t^, unlike g. in Bq.(3.l), are subject

to no additional constraints.

The solution of the minimization problem (3.5) can be obtained by

applying a duality theorem ^'•1- ', Usually, by duality a minimum norm

problem in an abstract space is related to a problem of maximization in the

dual space, vhich is sometimes simpler than the initial one. For completeness

we first state below the general duality theorem for minimum norm problems * ,

specifying afterwards its particular form needed in our case.

Let X be a Eanach space and X» Its normed dual (i.e. the space

of all linear continuous functionals acting on X). We denote by ^x*,x}

the value taken by the functional x*fiX* acting upon the element x »X .

-11- -12-



Then if x and j* are fixed vectors in X and X*, respectively, M a

closed Bubspa.ee of X and H X C X* the orthogonal complement (the annihilate )

of M (i.e. { n # , m ^ • 0 for every m * H ana m** M * ) , the following

inequalities hold:

(3.7)

X*- in*

I « * H <=<

•mi H

(3.7')

The maximum in the right-hand aide of Eq.(3-7) and the minimum in the left-

hftnd side of Eq.(3.7') are attained.

In the present problem we are dealing with the spaces "tp (l * p 4 -)

of vector-valued functions ? = {f ±(8}} i = 1 (measurable on [-*,»] with respect

to the measure do/2*) with the norms

•»••>

and with the subspaces 'B? of !• consisting of (boundary values of)
analytic vector-valued functions In | z | < 1. According to the Rlesz
theorem 1 1 ^' 1 2 ' the dual of "P Is of space l q (with j ; * ^ = l , U p
and erery linear continuous functional on lP has the form

i
Moreover, the annihilat6r- of H1*, required in the duality theorem ( 3 . 7 ) ,

(jOMieto 1 1 ' « 1 2 ' Of ^ 1 t n e functions having the forn P(i) » z ? ( z ) , vith
*5f3* • With these preliminaries we apply the general relation (3.7*) to the

Bialmum norm problem (3.5), where we identify X # and MJ

-13-

to be L and

a*0 respectively.and the element x the boundary value of the non-analytic

function x * i x ^ ) ) \ M X c t * ^ . Using (3.7') and (3-9) we obtain

h *c H

(3.10)

where t • V and d? • 1; de

In order to evaluate the eupreaum over the functions ?. we first calculate
the integral appearing in (34.0}t using the expressions (3-6) of the functions
Xt (C = e ) and applying ttofr residua theorem. The first term of ^ contains
only poles (due to the Blasehke factor in the denominator) and brings in the
contribution

i
to^the integral in Eq.(3.10>.^ Permuting the suss upon ] m l k, I . e .

^ ' ^ * ^ "*" and taking Into account »i».(3.fc) ovm find*

(3.U)

Ibe contribution of the second term entering Xj
 cajl b e evaluated by applying

again the residua theorem but noticing that now the integrand has a out

the segment [XQ.I]. W« flr«t wite

i i

where we have picked up the eoHtrilnition of the poles s. situated below the

threshold x Q, the remaining.term l 2 containing an additional integral

around the segment

-1U-



By using the known identity

*1 -

and by applying once again the residua theorem for the poles of the Blaschke

factors situated inside the contour of integration, i.e. for z. > xQ, one

can write I- as

(3.13)

We now introduce the relations (3.11), (3.12) and (3.13) in the

right-hand side of Eq.(3-10). Using the relations (2.12) one notices that the

intermediate values S^\) as well as the arbitrary functions Im ^(x) for

I > 1 eventually disappear from the result vhich is expressed only in terms

of the input values T ^ U ^ ) and I» ̂ ( x ) for x < 1 as

(3.]

For the further evaluation of the supremun (3.1^) i t is convenient to use a
? t r . '*5' We first define the functionfactorization of the function

(3.15)

-15-

which ia , by construction, an outer analytic function belonging to the Hilbert
space a . From the constraint upon the functions F.(i) i t follows that
w obeys the condition

IT it

-•K -K

We now define the functions Q. through the relations

(3.17)

and notice that they belong to H and moreover satisfy {in viev of Eqa.^.

and (3.16)) the inequality

3.18)

The supremum (3>l'*)9 written in terms of v(s) and G.(z) becomes

]
(3.19)

and i t can actual ly be expressed as a norm of an operator acting from tT

into II . Indeed, l e t us f i r s t develop v (z ) and G,(z) aa a Taylor serie»

(3.20)

Then Eq.(3.19) can be written

-16-



i i
H

(3.21)

where HJ^' are the elements of the Han/.el matrices H '

K C

(3.2M

(3.22)

defined in terms of the real coefficients

l ) /

= 0,1,

In Eq.(3.2l)/appearfl the norm of an infinite matrix acting from t 2 into I
FFor i ts computation i t is useful to truncate the matrices H at a finite
dimension H, by setting al l the coefficients c' * J+. , = 0 for J !j. K and
take into account the fact that the norms obtained in this way tend, for H-*<»
towards the exact result (3.21). 1 3 ) > 1 5>

Let us evaluate explicitly the supremum (3.21) by means of the fCuhn-
Tucker theorem for convex optimization , assuming that the matrices are already
truncated at the dimension H. The Lagrangian of the problem is

If one now multiplies the first set of equations by w
(1) , and the second one by
(1)G / . , sums upon m and i,k respectively, and takes into account the fact that

for non-zero X
20)saturated

and cu the constraints upon v_ and G.
one obtains

must be

c«ri,
Using this equality is, Bq».(3.2>0, one also finds

which shovs that xf ia an eigenvalue of the real matrix
a

rL - 2_ I"L
t-l

(3-25)

(3.26)

(3.27)

with *B and »;„
derivatives of J£

"being non-negative Ugrange multipliess. By setting the
with respect to wm and G^1' equal to zero one has

In Bq.(3.25) expressing 3^ one My recognize on the other hand the Bupremua
to be evaluated. It is thus equal to the square root of the greatest eigen-
values \t of the matrix

a,max
defined in Eq.(3.27). In view of the

starting formula (3.1) and of the above remarks one obtains the inequality

-17-
(3.28)

-18-



vhich provides the required optimal dcr:cr:r-t I ". oS the domain x< of the
_ p o *••

a l l o w e d v a l u e s f o r A » ( v , t ) ; A dero:::>..: i m p l i c i t l y o n A ( v j _ , t ) , t h r o u g h

t h e c o e f f i c i e n t s o ^ ' + 1 , , a s s e e n from Eq;-,. ( '-.22), ( 3 - 2 3 ) and ( 3 - 2 T ) -

The problesu formulated in Sec.II is t.ereby solved. A first specific

application of this resu l t , together with details concerning the numerical

calculations, will be presented in the next section, where we shall be interested

in the case of a single interior point, v~ = «B (z = 0) , actually corresponding

to the location of the s-u channel Born poles.

We point out also that the inequality (3.28) can be expressed

equivalently as a non-negativity condition for the matrix 1-H.j, when N •+ °> ,
2 2

which,is the particular case \K = vQ .car 'je reduced to the condition
derived in Ref.5 and tested in Ref.7.

Befoe* concluding this section we shall present, as an alternative to
the above technique, another formulation, useful in practical applications.
The problem treated above vas complicated since i t actually was an infinite
Sehur-Caratheodory interpolation in the origin {z » 0) , combined with a f in i te
Pick-Hevanlinna interpolation in dist inct points z , formilated in the
Banach space, H* . Usually a minimum norm or an interpolation problem is
considerably simplified if i t can be considered in a Hilbert space lifce H .
In what follows we shall exploit this idea, embedding the problem from the
in i t i a l H* space into a large family of Hilbert spaces H2 . Let ua f i r s t
go back to Eq,. (3.19) and assume that the function w is kept fixed, the
maximization being performed only over the functions G, . By this procedure

J

the result ing supremum, depending on w and denoted further by U2^
w^ " i l l

be, for every v with the properties required in (3.19). less (in general)

than the exact value u^ . Therefore if th is new supranum is aajorized by
— 2

one, a constraint upon the values A,(y. , t ) , weaker in general than the exact

one (3.28) is obtained. This means that the domain $ v of admissible values

for X,(vjl,t) in t h i a new context is (in general) larger than §) and includes

i t . On the other hand, as we shall ahov below, &v> unlike $), can be

expl ic i t ly found. Indeed, i t is yielded by the inequality

Ifil,

(3.29)

D e v e l o p i n g a s b e f o r e t h e f u n c t i o n s G.{z) ir. trie T a y l o r s e r i e s , t h i a r e l a t i o n

becomes

r
- ( ~ t i }

(3.30)

where the real coefficients l(

The evaluation of the sufrentum (3.30) is t r ivial : using the Cauchy-Schvari

inequality ve obtain

i oo

t =< tt>o
(3.32)

(i)
•3y introducing in this relation the expressions (3.31) for T_(

noticing that the 3UBmation upon m can be performed exactly, the following

inequality describing explicitly the domain V is obtained".

i , . "X

'w = II

1 1 Ci-xj^wEuty 3J

-19-
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In this relation the points ^(1*^1 < 1) lie below or above the threshold

x^. When z. < x the values <p, (z ) are of course real and the notation

He9,(z. ) la for them redundant.

From the Initial conditions (2.1) and (2.2) of the problem ve have

obtained in (3.33) a set of necessary constraints on the values Sj(«k»
1t). for

every outer analytic function v in the unit sphere of IT. Finding among

these constraints the optimal one amounts to taking the suiremum over w in

iu(v). The practical usefulness of the procedure proposed here depends upon

a successful guess of a simple and economical vay of approaching closely the

exact result by a suitable choice of v. Of course, a complete maximization

nould lead again to the previous optimal result (3.28). The number p2(w)

defined in (3.29) is also the solution of the minimum norm problem:

since (l-o2)/(l - 2a cos6 + o2) coincides *ith the Jacobian

L
U*1

(3.3U)

The equivalence between Eq.(3.29) and E*. (3.3U) may be established by applying

again the duality theorem (3.71), the spaces X» and M A in the stated

theorem being this time t2 and II2 respectively. In the relation (3.3M

one may recognize an L norm, veighted by & function w 6 W with |v|g $• 1

(actually this Justifies our notation u2<v)). The mapping of the unit

circle III » 1 onto itself

1-aL
(3.35)

where a la a real parameter a #(-1,1) leaves invariant the L"0 norm of a

function f, (ftf |L- ess sup | f ( e ) | ) , 6fc[-«,«]. vbile It changes the L

[• *.% - .1/2

ij- | f ( 6 ) r d<j| . Actually, by taking the maximum of a l l
euch L2 norms one obtains ilflt. • A suitable choice for w appears to be :

IdS'/d61 of the conforaal napping (3.35)- By varying a In the interval
(-1,1) we expect to obtain a good approximation of the exact result (3.28).

IV. THE "OHE-POIBT PROBLEM": OPTIMAL SUM RULES FOR THE BORB RZSIDCA

Ve perform in this section the first numerical application of the

technique presented above. We start by treating the case of a single Interior
3 P

point corresponding to the position of the s-oi channel Born poles, vfl • t /16.
The amplitudes X± take at this point values completely specified in terms
of t , the electric charge and the anomalous magnetic moment of the target .
Optimal sum rttle inequalities for1 tkese values are derived in Refs.lt and 6,
and were Investigated numerically In Ref.T. In this present context one makes
use,ln addition, of the absorptive parts Ira Aj as yielded by the unitarity
condition.

We shall perform the numerical analysis using both the rather complicated
L°° solution (3.28) and the sum rule (3-33). We particularize the genMMaV."
formulae derived in the previous section to the case of a single interior point,
vfi , applied through the napping (2.U) into z « 0. The coefficients Cj:'. ,
defined in Eq.(3.23) are

We have first to construct the matrix JL, defined by Eqs.(3.22) and (3.27)
and then to compute i t s greatest eigenvalue XI | M T , which depends implicitly
on the values ViCo) containing the Born pole residua. In the limit S-»DO>
*H max '^tually provides,according to the inequality (3.S8),the optlaal
constraint looked for

U lot
(3-36) On the other hand, according to the arguments expressed In the previous section,

the inequality (3-33) vhich now takes on the particular form

-21- -22-



L { ?• (o) *rl , M ^ J
A first problem that occurred was the calculation of the outer

function Yds) defined in Eq..(2.5). Using the equality o(-e) - o(e) ve

vrote this relation in the equivalent form

+ i_( (
11 i 4.

U .
J

although is in general non-optimal, presents the great practical advantage
of displaying em explicit dependence on ip^(0). In fact in En..(I*.3} one has
a family of sum rules (labelled by the arbitrary function v) which mist
approach the optimal result (k.2) vhen the maxiimim over v (with |v|£ j : l)
1B taken. In this section both the inequalities (U.2) and Ct.3) will lie
examined in detail numerically.

For the purposes of the present analysis it is quite reasonable to
2

test the above sum rules for several v. values situated, in the range

corresponding to the photon (laboratory) energy region «O f 1210 MeV, vhere

the pion photoproduetion multipoles are available '>1°'. Particularly,

2 2
vhen v. » vQ wê  must obviously recover the corresponding results reported
in Ref.7. In the context of the present paper one h*s a much greater flexibility
concerning the allowed range of values for the momentum transfer than in
Refs.5 and 7. Indeed, the limitation for t

2 2 , 2the region \> >, v be physical (i " "m
useB the cross-section of the Compton scattering. This gives for t the
allowed range

comes from the requirement that

v. J- v . ) since in this region onein min

- Tn. CO -+ —

so that for *». >, 300 MeV one may wort practically in the vhole interval

-12 n jc t 4 0 In vhich the Legendre series forthe imaginary parts tm A,
21) 1

converges . This relaxation of t'rv? momentum transfer domain of validity of

of the constraints la very Important B ;«?:•• it allows a rocdel independent

treatment of the proton Compton effect in the whole H* resonance region.

For carrying out the numerical investigation of the above Inequalities

a set of computational programmes, de&lir.^ with the various steps of the cal-

culations, vere applied. In vhat folio.-:; v» briefly describe the main points

of these programmes.

where the variable 8 is related to v at fixed t by the relation

Q - 2

which follows from Eq.(2.U).

Ve have computed the integral (U.U) using the experimental data on the
2

differential cross-section do/dCl considered as a function of M at fixed
t . In the present work (apart from small dif ferenaee.. ia the evaluation of
the high-energy contributions) we have adopted for a(\> ,t) the perametrizations
discussed In detail in Ref.7- !fW depends essentially only upon the

2 2
value* of a(v , t ) in the immediate vicinity of the threshold viQ .

2
In our applications ve shall often work with a threshold v,

corresponding to a)ln2i 700-1210 MeV. As in Ref-7, we have employed for a
a linear interpolation (in the \i variable at fixed t ) between the data of

22)
Jung et al . at 700-850 MeV and the high energy parMnetriistlons quoted
in Ref.33. With such interpolations ws have reproduced satisfactorily, or
slightly overestimated, the experimental values at 700-lb00 MeV reported
recently in Ref.2!t, for t in the allowed range. From the formulation of
the problem given in the previous section i t is clear that an overestimation
of a could weaken but not endanger the validity of the bounds. Therefore
one has to be especially careful not to underestimate the input values of a .
On the other hand, a drastic overestimation of <J has to be avoided too,
since the inequalitites risk then to become uninterestingly large. Of course,
for completeness one must take into account also the uncertainties affecting
a and investigate their influence upon the results; a discussion of this
point will be given below. The ititegral (U.M and the integrals appearing
in Eqs.(li.l) and {k,3) have been computed using a standard Gauso quadrature
method. For the L* method leading to the condition Ct.2) ve had,iia addition,
to calculate the number u (according to Eq.(3-£8}) using for the construction



of HJJ the relations (3.27), (3.22) and (3-23). A similar evaluation wa3
performed previously in another context in Ref.lU. In the present work, ve have

o
applied, for the calculation of X m t an algorithm described in Kef.IT,
which consists in successively squaring the matrix fL, and taking the traces

of the resulting matrices. It can be shown IT)
that the quantity

where the integer n specifies the step of iteration, tends to the greatest
2

eigenvalue i^ ^ ^ of Hj when n-»oc . A theoretical estimation of the

error of the procedure at the step n of the iteration and other programming

details nay be found in Ref.1^. In practice, in our case a good accuracy

in the computation was achieved vithout difficulty. The problem of the limit

K-»oo in Eq.(3.28) was also carefully investigated, the required stability

of the result* against th« Increase of N being practically settled for

• s 100.

The techniques described above were applied in connection with the sum

rule* (U.2) and (b.3) for several values of the threshold -?. and of the
2

momentum transfer t. Me have computed both the number u defined in (I*. 2)
2 . •

and V-M d e f i n e d l a (U.3), w i t h v of t h e form ( 3 . 3 6 ) . As e x p e c t e d , t h e
2naxtmum of the cumbers with respect to ct vas practically identical

2
with it . This fact is illustrated in Table I where ve l i s t , for <u, - 1210 MeV

2 2
and t » -0.5 \i , the values v-(a) for several values of a within the interval
(-1,1), together with the exact result p . The maximum of u^ci) (actually
corresponding to a ~ 0 . l 6 ) Is seen to coincide with the number ^ obtained
through a much more sophisticated procedure- This result is important in
practice since i t shows that the formulation leading to Eq..(U.3) (or more
generally to Eq.(3.33))does not imply a significant loss of optimality, being
at the same time much more convenient from the computational point of viev.

He present in Table II the results of the evaluation of the sum rules
for the Born pole residua. All the numbers u^ (or max V2M) written in
Table II are less than one, which means that the inequalities (U.2) or C>.3)
are not violated. The various pieces of physical Information entering as

— 3 2
input i s these relations, i . e . the absorptive parts Im A. for v <= v ,

2 2the unpolarized differential cross-section for v > u. ani t h e target's
static electromagnetic characteristics (charge and magnetic moment) are

-25-

therefore consistent with «aeh other. This consistency ia actually very

comfortable when the number û  ia much less than one, as i t happens i f 6lia

i s taken either near the threshold O)0 or at high energies (V^K 1210 MeV).

When the threshold u. is taken in the S* resonance region ( i . e .in
a • 350-1*00 MeV)' the inequality {k.2) appears to be rather close to saturation,
at least for some low values of | t | . Before discussing the significance of
this result i t is necessary to estimate the uncertainty upon the values given
in Table II , produced by the error, experimental or computational, affecting
the physical information used a.s input.

A reasonable way of investigating the possible effect of the neglected
multipion photoproduction is to modify 1m A, randomly by a factor not greater
than 5J(, this being the order of magnitude of the tv»-pion photoproduction
contribution suggested by the analysis perforsed la Hef.3. We have found
that the effect of this change in Im A. upon û  was not greater than 8-10$.
This variation turned out to be monotonical (for instance an overall increase
of Im A, led to larger values for \im).

The influence upon the results of the uncertainties affecting the
cross-section a can, on the other hand, be established in a more precise
way. Lot us assume that the input oross-aection<r(v >t) i s replaced by
p . o(v , t ) , vhere p is constant with respect to v . From the definition
(2.5) and the maximum modulus principle i t follows that the outer function J/C«)
will become equal to f$y(z) at every point z. Since fix) Is positive
for real X and i t enters quadratieally in the denominator of Eq.(U.3) i t

2 1 2
follows that vAv) will become equal to — p_(w) and the same property will

2 * 2
hold for u^ too, since i t is equal to the maximum of ))„ with re3pect to w.
If we now assume that the cross-section taken as input in our calculations is
lowered by 10-15J, i . e . i f i t is chosen at the lovest extremity of the
experimental error bars usually given in Ref3.22 to 26, i t may be seen from
the above sjrgmnentB that the numbers given in Table II will become generally
greater by 10-15*. Particularly, If the threshold A»ln Is taken in the
critical region 350-UOO MeV and t i s sufficiently low, v ^ will reach 1 or
become even Blightly greater, which means that the sum rule (1».2) i s saturated
or even slightly violated. The significance of these possible violations wil l
be discussed in the frame of the more general analysis performed in the next
section.
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V. THE "TWO-PCIlfT PROBLEM": OPTIMAL BOUNDS FOR THE CCKFTCN DT'-"-: J

CROSS-SECTION

In thl3 section we start considering the case of two points, one of
2 2

thesr being again \»B and the other an arbitrary point v_ situated either
inside the onaly+icity domain or on the cut, belov the second inelastic

2
threshold v; .

in

Since the optimal L00 norm solution (3.S9) is rather complicated,

especially when many interior points z have to be considered and, on the

other hand, the numerical analysis performed for the one-point problem in the

previous section shoved that the formulation (3-33) leads in practice to

almost the same result , we shall use in this section only the la t ter , mo-re

simple formulation,

For the subsequent applications it is convenient to write the

inequality (3.33) in the case of two interior points, z - 0 and the image zo

2
of M in t he form

vhere

a. =

, y f wWfrJ z %ru) H.hJ ? \ ̂ ^ L
~ 1 hi L ^ + —^ * Jo ?u

4.P

me above relations are valid for £„ situated either above the threshold IQ

or below i t (in the latter case the notation He VAZ2^ i s re^undant since

y.(lg) are real numbers; also the principal part in front of the integrals

appearing in b. and c becomes superfluous).

The function w entering the coefficients a, b. and c will be chosen

again aa in Eq.. (3.36) with a left as a free parameter. For a fixed o, a,

- 2 7 -

b, and c are completely determined ir. terms of the ar;crpt;ife parta Ira A
2 2 2 2{for v ^ v ) , the cross-section <j(for u > v. ) and the Born pole residua

in in

entering <P-(0). The entire physical input being concentrated in these

coefficients, the Inequality (5-1) expresses a rigorous, model independent

constraint upon the values He<p.d 2). In geometrical terms, the inequality

(5.1) shows that the allowed values of Se J.(zn) are restricted to the inter-
1 6

section of a set of convex domains d in the Euclidean space 3 • Since

any physical observable of the Coaspton process at ̂ iven ^ anrl t is

completely specified by the amplitudes A.(ul,t) or, equivalently, by f.(z^),

and the imaginary parts Im 9-(J
2) u i already taken as known (particularly

Im V J U J ) for i o < xQ), the condition (5-1) on He <p.(zn) (i = 1,2,...,6)

induces rigorous upper and lover bounds upon every such physical quantity

of interest. Next we shall investigate the unpolarized differential cross-

section Tjj- a3 well as the differential cross-sections with the incoming

photon linearly polarized parallel or normal to the reaction plane

2dQ~ a£L<l d f l l points beXow and above the threshold for the

single pion photoproductian yQ, espefti&lly in the H* resonance region.

We display belov the explicit expressions of tke differential crosa-

aectiona in terms of Re "Pj(za}- Using the known kinematieal relations for

the proton Compton scattering and E<l.(2.7) one has

(is\
(5.3)

*.b

Here P and Q are real, symmetric and positive definite 6 * 6 matrices

defined as

)* U. + v^jT^f^J + /VT
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^

p r
/ j ^ C K - ̂  t- V^v)* ( l

al l the other ,£.« " 0 . As far-Withe first terms appearing la E4M5.3) aaft

.{5,7) are concerned, they ore equal to

• • » .

and

( 5 . 5 )

all the other Pt. • 0 and o - P T R vith

containing therefore the contribution of the absorptive parts. The superscrftf
"u.br means "unitarity bound" and expresses the fact that these terms yield «
natural lover bound on the cross-sections ' due only to unitarity r«olre»>
nenta and obtained by setting the real parts Re ^ t ^ ) equal to xero
{particularly this bound i s tr iv ia l , i . e . zero, for points bele* the threshold
y?). One of our purposes vas to Improve this lover bound, by taking into
account the non-vanishing contribution of the real parts in a model independent
way, particularly avoiding any specific assumption about subtractions. Since
the analyticity structure of the scattering amplitudes vas ignored In the
purely unitarity bounds, a substantial improvement is now to be expected.

In order to derive bounds on the differential-Cross-sections from
&t».(5.3) and (5-lt) one has to at&n a Btandard finite dimensional optimization
problem. It consists in bounding a function

(

vhen the real paraneters 5. satisfying the constraint

G ( f c ) = •* ~ < 0 • (5.10)

R hrt-R
(5.6)

-29-

In these relations E, denote the parameters Re ^ ^ i g ) , the matrix ; ji,

being either P or Q , depending on the case considered. Both the

functions ?, vhlch oust be extremlzed, and G, expressing the constraint,
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are convex functions of g^. Indeed, F is a positive definite quadratic
font while G results from the L nors of an analytic vector which i s known
to be a convex function of the values taken by the vector components in a
specified point. For solving this problem we resort again to the Kunn-Tucker
convex optimization procedure with inequality constraints already applied

in Sec.III . For completeness we expose here in more detai l the content of
th is method. Iiet £. and £^ be the optimal values of the parameters
S^, realizing the constrained minimiir. and maximum of F, respectively. The
Lagrangunof the problem writes as

(5.11)

According to the Kuhn-Tucker theorem there exists a value 1 ;

0 such that £J and £^ are stationary points for the

and a

value \

Lagrangian

Moreover, the following alignment conditions hold:

in which X ia set equal to X and \. respectively.
in M

=0

Using the expressions (5,9) and (5.10) we obtain from the stationarity
conditions 3 / / 3 £ i * 0 the equations

(5-12)

which have the solutions

0

(1 denotes the unit 6 * 6 matrix). From Eqs.(5.12) it follovs that either
the Lagrange multiplier 13 zero or the inequality (5.10) is saturated by the
optimal values 5, . The first alternative has to te studied separately

r(m),(M)
•"n,M " " • * " * i

which leads to the unitarity bounds (5.7) and (5-8) for the differential cross-

sections. In almoet all the cases investigated by us only the second

alternative occurred, i.e. i.^ 4 0, t::e optiaal parameters K-^' ' being

situated on the boundary of their idsiasible domain. By introducing into

the equality

- o (5.1k)

the expressions (5.13) of ti

for the Lagrange multipliers X

,one is finally l e i to a non-linear equation

and 3L.. The solutions of this equation
vere found vith standard computer programmes. Using relations (5.10) and

(5.13) one can see that Eq.. (5.1*0 has a unique [jositlve solution X which (

corresponds to the minimum of T. On the other hand, the number of negative

solutions for X is finite and therefore one may choose unambiguously the

value Xj. corresponding to the maximum of F.

A last comment 'is now in order concerning the weight function w

entering the coefficients a, bĵ  and c written in Eq.s.(5.2). The procedure

described above haB to be applied for every fixed v, an additional optimisation

upon v being necessary afterwards. We have taken again w of the form (3.36),

repeated the algorithm for various values of o in the interval (-1,1) and

finally picked up the best result*, i.e. the greatest lower bound and the

smallest upper bound on F. As in the previous section, this procedure

proved itself quite economical from the point of view of the computational

time. The lover bounds varied quite smoothly with a around the best found

values while, on-the contrary, the upper bounds exhibited a drastic

variation.

We have first computed upper and lower bounds on the differential
2

cross-section at some points belov the threshold v Q previously investigated

also in the framework of Befs.6 and 7. In connection with the point

w • 80.9 MeV, 9
c m .

95°, we have uaed several values for the threshold vin*

t t l e corresponding ones from Table 6 of Ref.T. The very good
^ found offered us an additional confirmation that the simple

procedure regarding the weight function vr adopted in this section works vel\
2

2 2
When \». is set equal to v_, we are in the conditions of Ref.T and our
results should essentially reproduce the values reported there. This was
indeed the case, as i t may be seen comparing the values from Table I I I for
2 2

From Table III one sees that when the value taken for the threshold
"in

is increased, i.e. when the inforwtion about the absorptive parts 1B

enlarged, the lower bound slightly improves while the upper bound worsans

badly (which is otherwise expected in view of the maximum modulus principle).

2 _ 2 . 2The knowledge of the absorptive parts in the region in
is

therefore of no much help far Improving the upper bounds on the cross-sections
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a-fc interier prints at least unless an aiiditicntl physical information (for
instance the specification of the cross-section at several other points belov

*j

v ) is not taken irito account. In the actual formulation it is therefore
in .

reasonable to confine ourselves to the consideration of the lower hounds. In
Table IV we display the computed lower hounds on the unpolarized cross-section
(with v, taken such as the corresponding photon laboratory energy 4J>. bein in
1210 MeV) at the laboratory photon energies cu and c.». scattering angles
6e considered in Table 6 of Ref.7. The present lower bounds are somewhat
stronger than the corresponding ones from Ref.7 (especially at large angles)
but s t i l l remain too weak to be practically useful as seen from the last
column of Table IV where the experimental values are listed.

We now start considering bounds on the differential cross-sections
2 2 2in the interval v. < v < v. above the pion photoproduetion threshold. From0 in

the computational point of view, the only additional difficulty encountered
now when M,, > v. ( i .e . Zg > i_) la the calculation of the principal value
integrals appearing in Eq_s.(5.2). We have applied a standard numerical
procedure writing

and computing the last integral using quadrature programmes. For the double
integral entering the coefficient c in Bqs.(5.2) the above formula was
applied twice.

Except for the bounds on the unpolarized differential cross-section
da/dtl w.have also-calculated hounds on the differential cross-sections for
polarized photons for which some experimental data are reported in Ref.SB and
29- The results of our calculations are presented at several angles 6
In Fig. 1-3. oily the lower bounds (coasputed vttfc a threshold v̂  corresponding
to la.^ " 1210 MeV)are graphically represented since the upper bounds turned
up again to be by an order of ragnibude too high- For reference, we have
drawn in Fig.1-6 and 9, together with the calculated lower hounds,
experimental pointE taken from Ref.25, 26, 26 and 29. As a general feature
one notices that the lower bounds are very close to the experimental values
and, «t the sane time, very near to the aemiphenomenologic bounds discussed

in See.VIII of Bef.T. However, unlifce the latter touiuis, the present ones
«•*• rigorous and resulted from a. consistent exploitation of the fixed-t
ats&lytlcity properties of the amplitudes and of the consequences of the (two
particle) unitarity condition.

An important output of our calculations as seen from Figa.l, 3 and
is that in some cases (8 = 50°,

U00 MeV and UUO MeV; 9

3&0 MeV and CO » 1*00 MeV; S « 70° ,
c . « .

90 , 'jj = 21k MeV and 0) =• 320 MeV) the
lower bounds appear to lie definitely above the experimental points (with
the quoted error bars included). These violations clearly reveal that the
reaulta of the pion photoproduction multlpole analysis used In the evaluation
c-f the bounds and at least some of the experimental data for the Compton
scattering unpolarized differential cross-section in the !(• resonance region
are at variance. This conclusionv previously reached in a phenomenologic&l
way in Ref.27 on the basis of a purely unitarity bound and afterwards
strengthened within the approach froa Sec.VIII of Ref,7 (where analytlcity
requirements were somehow taken care of but in a very crude way) is now .
reached rigorously. In order to make sure that the violations are really
significant, one has, of course, to estimate the uncertainties affecting the

calculation of the lover bounds. The possible uncertainties originate mainly
2 2in the experimental errors on the cross-section for v > v and in the

incomplete knowledge of the absorptive parts of the amplitudes for
p o p

\>0 $ v < \>ln (the errors introduced by numerical integrations, etc., were

estimated to be not greater than 2-3$). To get a corridor of variation for

the computed lower bounds, we have varied the input data inside reasonable

limits and established how this change affects the output. We have found that

an overall increase and decrease of 5% of the imaginary parts Im Â (\» ,t)

led to a change of approximately tj.0% in the lower bounds, while a variation

with X 10% of the cross-section given on the boundary (v > \>. ) had an

effect not greater than T 5-7^. An overall error of approximately 15-17J

seems therefore to be a most pessimistic estimation. The discrepancies

mentioned above are still persisting even if we decrease the lower hounds

with such an amount. Also they are still present if one lowers the threshold

v up to a value corresponding to the laboratory photon energy (0. Ot6QQ MeV.

The conclusions are therefore quite stable against various sources of bias in

the numerical consideration of the bounds.
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VI. SOME COMMENTS REFERESCES

In th is paper TO have presented a modern dispersion approach to proton
Compton scattering able to yield results unaffected by the usual model
dependence introduced by subtractions and the accompanying annihilation
channel contributions. The lower bounds on the (polarized or unpolarized)
differential cross-3ectlons appear very restr ic t ive and improve substantially
previous constraints based on unitarity alone. In some cases the bounds
are clearly violated and evidentiate thereby inconsistencies between results
of single pion photoproduction multipole extractions and some Compton scattering
data. The upper bounds come out disappointingly poor but possible ways remain
open to strengthen them through appropriate "-"difications of the in i t i a l
statement of the problem so as to include additional physical information.
For instance, one may t ry solving the problem of finding similar constraints
(hopefully optimal) in the case in which apart from the knowledge of the s i i
absorptive partsjalongifhe interval [v_, v. ] of the un.'»-.rity cut, one takes
as known the unpolarized differential cross-section a l l along the interval
[y-^0) and not only along [\>, ,°o) as considered in this work.

We end with the remark that the techniques employed here in order
to exploit optimally the fixed - t analytlcity properties of the Compton
amplitudes may, with various degrees of u t i l i t y , be used in connection with
o$her hftdron reactions as well.
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Wble I

a

-0.96

-0.81*

-0.72

-0.60

-Cm

-0.20

0.0

0.20

0.U0

0.60

0.96

0.008

0.029

O.0U9

0.066

0.090

0.106

1.118

0.12

0.112

O.09U

0.021

V̂  - 0.12
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Table II

"in (MevT1*^^^^

"o - » + k
300

350

1*00

It 50

500

700

1210

r-0.1

0.1»3

0.57

0.88

0.86

0.68

0.1*8

«*32

0.12

-0.6

0.32

0.56

0.87

0.86

0.68

0.1*8

0.32

0.12

-3.U8

0.10

0.U9

0.82

0.8-*

0.63

0A8

0.35

o.iu

-6.0

—

0.1»5

O.Tlt

0.7T

0.61

o.W

O.liO

0.19

-10.0

—

0.39

0.5T

0.62

0.51

O.W

O.iili

0.18
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Trtle III

»0 - •
 + i

bOO HeV

1210 MeV

Lover iKMind

O.ltO

Q.U9

0.51

Upper bound

7.2

23.7

323.T

IV

•(MeV)

80.9

109.9

97-0

Ul.L

95°

95.6°

150°

152.7°

Lower tiound

0.5

0.5

0 . 1

0.1

Experimental ™in*

1.16 1 0.06 (Kef.30)

1.03 ± 0.06 (Itaf.30)

2.57 t 0.51 (Ref.31)
( e c . n . " 138-7°)

1.70 t 0.07 (Bef.30)
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TABLE CAPTIOUS

Tttbl« I Evaluation of i)p(v) defined in Eq.(!*.3) for various weight
functions w(z) of the fora (3.35); u., represents the optimal

result 1210 MeV, t * - 0 . 5 V ) •

Table II Test of the optimal sun rule inequality for the Born pole residua

Eq.(U.2), for several values of the second threshold u>, and t.

Table III Upper and lover hounds on (da/dn)c ^ (units of 10 cm ) at
u • 60.9 MeV and 8 * 95°, calculated with several values forc .u*
the threshold u.'in"

energies below the threshold of single pion photoproductlon,

obtained for « l n = 1210 MeV.

-1*1-

FIGURE CAPTIOUS

Fig.l Energy dependence of the e.a. unpolariied differential cross-aection

at cm. scattering angle 8 • 50°. The continuous line is the

lower bound computed in the present paper; ( \ ) experimental data

taken from Ref.26.

Fig.3 The same as in Fig.l for 8 = 60°.
~-™^^~~ c .Hi.

Fig.3

Fig.U
•

-

Fie.6

Fig.?

Fig.8

Fig.9

The sane as in Fig.l for 6 •» 70°.
cm*

The same as in Fig.l for i „, =90°; (\ ) experimental data
taken from Eef.25-

The sane as in Fig.l far 9 = 110°.

The same as in Fig.l for 6 - 130°.

Energy dependence of th« cm. polarized differential cross-aectlon*
at cm. scattering angle S * 50 . The curves represent the
lower hounds computed in the present paper.

The same as in Fig.7 for 6c T0°.

The same as in Fig.7 for fl
c m

 s 90°> (\ ) experijuental values
trim BsJ-iB and 26.
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